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Neurella Extra Strength Brain Supplement – Powerful Brain
Food & Memory Booster. Improve Focus, Clarity & Energy.
65 customer reviews | 10 answered questions

Price:

$47.49 ($0.40 / Count) $49.99 $2.50 (5%) & FREE

Shipping. Details
Extra 10% Oﬀ Coupon on ﬁrst Subscribe and Save order only.

Details

In Stock. Sold by Neurella Labs,INC. and Fulﬁlled by Amazon.
2 Flavors: Non-Vegan

Non-Vegan

Vegan

$49.99

$54.99

($0.42 / Count)

($0.46 / Count)

3 Sizes: 30 Serving

30 Serving

60 Serving

$49.99

$84.99

60 Serving
Vegan
Select in
Vegan

($0.42 / Count)

Subscribe & Save

5%

15%

$47.49 ($0.40 / Count) Save 5% now and up to 15% on auto-

deliveries. Learn more
Get it Wednesday, Jun 19
One-time Purchase

About the product
NOOTROPIC BRAIN SUPPLEMENT - Our fast-acting, memory-boosting blend was carefully
formulated by Neurological experts to provide the perfect mix of ingredients to increase
your brain focus, reduce brain fog, reduce memory loss and spark your brain's full
potential. Through our core principles of quality, integrity and transparency, we emphasize
the fact that our product is made in America; without any cheap shortcuts; and is not a
proprietary blend.

$49.99 ($0.42 / Count)

Qty:

Deliver every:

1

1 month ( Most common )
Subscribe now

MEMORY, FOCUS & CLARITY - Neurella is a “Nootropic”, meaning that it was formulated
to help support memory and cognition. The unique combination in this blend is crafted to
help support oxygen and circulation in the brain, brain cells and neurons. With Neurella’s
Vegan edition you’ll see a reduction in brain fog, an increase in clear cognitive function,
better physical athletic balance and motor function.

Add to List
Share

BOOST BRAIN FOCUS & MENTAL PERFORMANCE – Neurella is a superior mental
performance nootropic formulated to increase circulation to the brain and support energy
levels, focus and mental clarity. Neurella Improves and regulates mind function over the
short & long-term. Brain Optimizing Ingredients: B-12, Sensoril, Huperzine-A, Cognizin,
Coenzyme Q10, N-Acetyl Cysteine, C3, Dimethylglycine, Grape Skin Extract, Synapsa,
Rhodiola Rosea, Green Tea Extract and more!

Frequently bought together

Open Your Mind to
Better Focus &
Mental Alertness

BRAIN FOG - Although not an oﬃcial medical term, many people complain about Brain
Total
price:
$58.98
Fog to their healthcare professional.
Even
some
doctors use Brain Fog as a term to
describe factors such as stress, inﬂammation,
high sugar, anxiety, depression,
Add both to oxidation,
Cart
low energy, vitamin deﬁciency and general metabolic derangement. Whether through
poor diet or old age, when debris is Add
created
both faster
to List than the body can clear it away, those
toxins build up in our system and slow down our ability to process.

+

Himalaya MindCare/Mentat with
Bacopa and Gotu Kola for Brain and...

REDUCE MEMORY LOSS - The real-world experience and knowledge of our medical team
that developed Neurella means that each component of Neurella is not only time-tested
bThese
t li items
i ll are shipped
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l i th
f t llsellers.
ddShowi details
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Th t
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40

$17.98
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This item: Neurella Extra Strength Brain Supplement – Powerful Brain Food & Memory
Booster. Improve Focus… $49.99 ($0.42 / Count)
Amazon Brand - Solimo Vitamin K2 100mcg, 60 Softgels, Two Month supply
$8.99 ($0.15 / Count)

Sponsored products related to this item

LIFESEASONS

Superior Energy
Boosting Supplement
› Shop now
Lifeseasons Energy
Multivitamins 6

Ad feedback
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Vite Vi-Brain – Nootropic
Energy Supplement,
Natural Brain Vitamins
with Tyrosine, ...
6
$10.00
Ad feedback

What other items do customers buy after viewing this item?
Genius Consciousness - Super Nootropic Brain Booster Supplement - Enhance Focus, Boost
Concentration & Improve Memory | Mind Enhancement with Alpha GPC & Lions Mane
Mushroom for Neuro Energy & IQ
2,078

$37.99
Genius Mushroom – Lions Mane, Cordyceps and Reishi – Immune System Booster & Nootropic
Brain Supplement – Wellness Formula for Natural Energy, Stress Relief, Memory & Liver Support,
90 Veggie Pills
1,755

$21.95
Mind Enhancing Supplement – Improve Memory + Boost Brain Power + Enhance Mental Clarity –
Pills with Best Top Natural Vitamins for Better Cognitive Function + Concentration + Focus
1,822

$16.55
Support Healthy Brain Function with Nootropics, Improve Memory & Boost Focus - Alpha GPC,
Lion’s Mane Extract, Bacopa Monnieri, Phosphatidylserine, Ginkgo Biloba, Rhodiola Rosea,
Huperzine A
618

$21.04

Special offers and product promotions
Flavor: NonVegan | Size: 30 Serving

Clip this coupon to save 10% on this product when you buy from Amazon.com. Here's how
(restrictions apply)
Your cost could be $0.00 instead of $49.99! Get a $50 Amazon.com Gift Card instantly upon approval for the Amazon Rewards Visa
Card Apply now

Have a question?
Find answers in product info, Q&As, reviews

Product description
Flavor:NonVegan | Size:30 Serving

Taken daily, Neurella supplements your diet with rich, abundant, powerful anti-oxidants and key natural ingredients that nourish your brain and support neural
networks for the long road ahead. Neurella boost brain power over the SHORT and LONG term when taken as suggested. Twelve of the most powerful ingredients
shown to improve memory, Neurella provides signiﬁcant and researched amounts of natural substances. As well as working in synergy to maximize a broad spectrum
of brain functions. What sets Neurella apart from the competition? The number of quality ingredients is rarely seen in one nootropic stack. And when you DO see a
dozen or more substances packed into ONE stack, they don’t deliver a signiﬁcant enough amount of each individual ingredient to reduce brain fog and memory loss.
The real-world experience and knowledge of our Neurella medical team that specializes in nootropics. Each component of Neurella is not only time-tested but
clinically successful in the realm of creating a brain food memory booster product. Neurella is NOT an oﬀ-the-street, oﬀ-the-shelf, amateur, ﬁrst-stab compilation of
randomly chosen substances at random doses. The team of brain experts who helped formulate Neurella includes neurologists, psychiatrists, neuro-psychiatrists,
exercise physiologists, neuropsychologists, herbalist and acupuncture-trained medical doctors and memory experts. Neurella works are by ‘ﬁlling in the gaps’ found
in most people’s overall lifestyle. Many of the components in Neurella function as adaptogens, reducing the eﬀects of stress on our various body and brain systems.
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Made in America with the highest quality standards. 4 of the 12 ingredients are trademark compounds that have been clinically studied and proven to be at the
highest level of quality and eﬀectiveness.

Product details
Flavor: NonVegan | Size: 30 Serving

Product Dimensions: 2.4 x 2.4 x 4.4 inches ; 4.8 ounces
Shipping Weight: 4.8 ounces (View shipping rates and policies)
ASIN: B075RZHL3S
Average Customer Review:

65 customer reviews

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #129,922 in Health & Household (See Top 100 in Health & Household)
#41 in DMAE Nutritional Supplements
Product Warranty: For warranty information about this product, please click here
Would you like to tell us about a lower price?

Related Video Shorts (0)

Upload your video

Be the ﬁrst video
Your name here

Important information
Legal Disclaimer
Statements regarding dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the FDA and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or health
condition.
Ingredients
Vitamin B-12, Sensoril (Ashwagandha Root & Leaf Extract), Huperzine-A, Cognizin (Citicoline) Coenzyme Q10, N-Acetyl Cysteine, C3 (Turmeric Root Extract),
Dimethylglycine, Grape Skin Extract, Synapsa (Bocopa Monnieri Whole Plant Extract), Rhodiola Rosea, Green Tea Leaf Extract (EGCG)
Directions
Take 4 Capsules daily. Can be split into 2 Capsules twice daily. Preferably with a meal.

Compare with similar items

This item Neurella Extra
Strength Brain Supplement Powerful Brain Food & Memory
Booster. Improve Focus, Clarity
& Energy. Mental Performance
Nootropic - Reduce Memory
Loss & Brain Fog. Nutritional
Brain Fuel

Dr. Emil NeuroStim - Nootropic
Brain Supplement for Memory,
Focus, Clarity & Concentration
with Huperzine A, DMAE &
Glutamic Acid (60 Veggie
Capsules)

Add to Cart
Customer Rating

Focus & Memory Nootropic
Supplement for Mental
Performance | Brain Boost

Add to Cart
(65)

4999

Brain Booster Supplement for
Focus, Memory, Clarity, Energy
- 60 Veggie Pills. Cognitive
Function Support for Optimal
Mental Performance, Advanced
Stack Smart Natural Extra
Strength Premium Formula

Add to Cart
(112)

2795

Add to Cart
(42)

3499

(116)

2349

Price

$

$

$

$

Shipping

FREE Shipping on orders over

FREE Shipping on orders over

FREE Shipping on orders over

FREE Shipping on orders over
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Amazon.com: Neurella Extra Strength Brain Supplement – Powerful Brain Food & Memory Booster. Improve Focus, Clarity & Energy. Mental Perfor…
$25

$25

$25

$25

Neurella Labs,INC.

Dr. Emil Nutrition

Sharp Supplements LLC

Viter Energy

Sponsored products related to this item

HCF Brain Supplement
with Amino-Acids &
Vitamins for Memory,
Focus, Attention, Mood...
1,068
$39.95
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Customer Questions & Answers
See questions and answers

Read reviews that mention

65 customer reviews
4.2 out of 5 stars
5 star

81%

4 star

9%
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brain health

brain injury
ability to concentrate
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Review this product
Share your thoughts with other customers
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feel much
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Write a customer review

Las
Rooted in brain science by brain scientists
February 4, 2018
Flavor: Non-Vegan Size: 30 Serving Veriﬁed Purchase
I am one of those supplement skeptics, especially all the "brain food" and "nootropic" jargon. Given the
proverbial FDA disclaimer, you don't know what you're getting. Where is the science?

Nature Made Burpless Fish Oil 1000 mg …
1,548
$

10.68

Add to Cart

Ad feedback

Turns out Neurella was created by brain scientists. It came recommended by a San Francisco
neuroscientist. She shrugs at the many formulations, many of which include a stimulant but told me
about Neurella, a new formulation created by integrative neurologists who developed it while treating
severe brain injury. Over time they began to see positive, anecdotal clinical results. I thought that
interesting - not just a bunch of Silicon Valley types trying to market - not invent -- the next hot
nootropic.
Then I learn about Dr. Dale Bredesen, an Alzheimer's expert, who published a disruptive bookseller last
year called The End of Alzheimer's: The First Program to Prevent and Reverse Cognitive Decline. She digs
deeper and discovered a 2014 article he published in the journal Aging in which 10 patients showed a
reduction of dementia symptoms over a few years.
Read
more Neurella uses the majority of the ingredients found in Bredesen's protocol. Between these
The
clincher:
30 people found this helpful
Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

M.
Gave me more mental energy and focus
November 29, 2017
Flavor: Non-Vegan Size: 30 Serving Veriﬁed Purchase
I usually don't feel much of a diﬀerence when taking any kind of vitamin or supplement, since I'm well
aware of (and wary of) the placebo eﬀect. After a week or two of using Neurella as directed, however, I
can deﬁnitely say what I have noticed the most is that I have more sustained amounts of mental energy
throughout the day, and more focus to be able to work on tasks longer. This is what I was hoping for in
taking Neurella.
23 people found this helpful
Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

scott zirrillo
This was recommended by a friend and I have been taking it ...
December 8, 2017
Flavor: Non-Vegan Size: 30 Serving Veriﬁed Purchase
This was recommended by a friend and I have been taking it now almost 6 weeks. At work I sometimes
have project that requires my focus for long periods of time. Follow that with four kids and homework
and the schedules that comes with them all... I was just looking for something to help me get a little more
out of myself.
I found that with Neurella. As the weeks went on I found myself able to complete more items at work
without feeling like I needed and break, and not feeling overwhelmed by the end of the day.
I am happy with the results.
21 people found this helpful
Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

EWebb
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Quite Pleased! Just Ordered Again!
September 5, 2018
Flavor: Non-Vegan Size: 60 Serving Veriﬁed Purchase
I have gone through four bottles, taking 2 capsules in the morning and 2 at night. I began to notice a
substantial diﬀerence in my ability to remember things better within 3 to 4 weeks. What I am most
amazed by is the signiﬁcant improvement in what is called "threshold syndrome". You know what I mean .
. . when you leave a room to go do something, get to the targeted destination, forget why you went there
in the ﬁrst place, return to where you started your mission, only to face-palm-remember your original
mission. Once you step over that doorway threshold, you are toast!
My succumbing to threshold syndrome has been reduced by about 90%! I have NEVER had that level of
success. Just tickled pink.
11 people found this helpful
Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

Brian
Simply Superlative
January 10, 2018
Flavor: Non-Vegan Size: 30 Serving

Veriﬁed Purchase

In 2009, I suﬀered a severe TBI after an improperly mounted banister tore loose from the wall and I fell
down a ﬂight of stairs hitting my head against the wall at the bottom. Complicating matters was the fact
that I was not discovered for approximately 36 hours afterwards and was perilously close to not making
it. The challenges presented after such an injury are considerable and include diﬃculties with both short
and long term memories, compromised problem-solving and multi-tasking abilities and susceptibility to
even the smallest of distractions.
I began taking Neurella at the recommendation of my Neurologist and the improvement in cognition has
been nothing short of remarkable. I ﬁnd that mind is much sharper than it had been and that my energy
levels have increased considerably and I ﬁnd that I am able to remain clearly focused on tasks which
require mental eﬀort for much longer periods of time. As part of a career change, I was even able to
enroll in graduate school where I did quite well and was able to earn a Master's Degree.
Moreover, as was mentioned by somebody else in a prior review, I too have a fear of possible developing
Alzheimer's disease or Dementia down the road. Neurella's protective ability to ﬁght against these
conditions provides peace of mind in that I know I am doing everything I can possibly do to prevent it.
22 people found this helpful
Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

christine carson
This medication is an amazing, natural supplement!
February 14, 2018
Flavor: Non-Vegan Size: 30 Serving Veriﬁed Purchase
We have been taking this supplement for only two days and are amazed by the results. We are usually
feeling sluggish and needing a nap after work. Neurella gives you the strength to go full speed all day
long.
I also sometimes wake up with no go-go. I feel hazy as if I am in a coma, usually because of lack of sleep.
The results with Neurella are astounding. Within minutes, I feel ready to get going. I would recommend
this product as an eﬀective natural remedy for anyone needing energy and motivation.
12 people found this helpful
Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

Jenna Kirshon
SERIOUSLY works! Crazy noticeable beneﬁts
November 28, 2018
Flavor: Non-Vegan Size: 30 Serving Veriﬁed Purchase
I can't say enough great things about this supplement. Not only do I experience sharper focus, the ability
to multi-task, and the ability to concentrate for longer amounts of time when I take Neurella, but I've
noticed a whole host of awesome beneﬁts that I wasn't expecting! My mood is more stable, my sleep is
deeper/I wake up feeling well-rested, my stress level and anxiety are TOTALLY under control (this is a
huge one for me. I DEFINITELY notice if I miss a dose), AND my inﬂammation has drastically decreased,
which is amazing. I've had a wrist injury for years that bothers me pretty regularly, but taking Neurella
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zaps away my pain. I was blown away and this supplement has seriously changed my life for the better.
I had a few days oﬀ of it in between ﬁnishing a bottle and waiting for the next one to arrive, and I felt a
noticeable diﬀerence in my body and mind when I wasn't taking it. Couldn't recommend more highly! I
also love that it was created by accomplished brain doctors who know their stuﬀ, so I feel safe taking it
long term and conﬁdent in the quality of ingredients.
7 people found this helpful
Helpful

Comment

Report abuse

See all 65 reviews
Write a customer review

Set up an Amazon Giveaway
Amazon Giveaway allows you to run promotional giveaways in order to
create buzz, reward your audience, and attract new followers and
customers. Learn more about Amazon Giveaway
This item: Neurella Extra Strength Brain Supplement - Powerful Brain Food & Memory Booster. Improve Focus, Clarity & Energy. Mental
Performance Nootropic - Reduce Memory Loss & Brain Fog. Nutritional Brain Fuel
Set up a giveaway

Customers who bought this item also bought

Amazon Brand - Solimo
Vitamin K2 100mcg, 60
Softgels, Two Month
supply
22

$8.99

Organic Lions Mane Mushroom Capsules - 2100 mg
Max Capsule Dose + Absorption Enhancer -...

$21.95

Shop now

138
Ad feedback

Pages with related products. See and discover other items: natural coenzyme q10

Disclaimer: While we work to ensure that product information is correct, on occasion manufacturers may alter their ingredient lists. Actual product packaging and materials may contain more
and/or different information than that shown on our Web site. We recommend that you do not solely rely on the information presented and that you always read labels, warnings, and directions
before using or consuming a product. For additional information about a product, please contact the manufacturer. Content on this site is for reference purposes and is not intended to substitute for
advice given by a physician, pharmacist, or other licensed healthcare professional. You should not use this information as selfdiagnosis or for treating a health problem or disease. Contact your
healthcare provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical problem. Information and statements regarding dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or health condition. Amazon.com assumes no liability for inaccuracies or misstatements about products.
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